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Abstract 
 
Mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase is a member of a diverse 
superfamily of haem-copper oxidases.  Its mechanism of oxygen 
reduction is reviewed in terms of the cycle of catalytic intermediates and 
their likely chemical structures. This reaction cycle is coupled to the 
translocation of protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane in 
which it is located. The likely mechanism by which this occurs, derived in 
significant part from studies of bacterial homologues, is presented. 
These mechanisms of catalysis and coupling, together with current 
alternative proposals of underlying mechanisms, are critically reviewed. 
 
 
Abbreviations 
 
CcO, cytochrome c oxidase; BNC, binuclear center; IMS, mitochondrial 
intermembrane space; IMM, inner mitochondrial membrane; PMF, 
protonmotive force; Em(x), midpoint potential at (pH x); Eh(x), operative 
potential at (pH x); HN

+, protons in the Negative aqueous phase (the 
matrix space in mitochondria); HP

+, protons in the Positive aqueous 
phase (the IMM and cytoplasm in eukaryotes); PCET, proton-coupled 
electron transfer; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared. 
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Introduction 
 
Electron flow along mitochondrial respiratory chains is dependent on a 
constant supply of oxygen, which provides the final sink for the electrons 
by being reduced to water. In mammalian mitochondria, this oxygen-
reducing function is catalysed by cytochrome c oxidase (CcO), a multi-
subunit complex that spans the inner mitochondrial membrane (Figure 
1). Electrons provided by reduced cytochrome c in the intermembrane 
space (IMS) are firstly donated to a dinuclear copper centre (CuA). From 
here, they are transferred through a low spin haem A (haem a) into the 
catalytic site, termed the binuclear centre (BNC), that is formed by a 
second haem A (haem a3) and a copper atom (CuB) (Figure 1). The BNC 
binds molecular oxygen, reducing it to two waters with four electrons 
from cytochrome c in the IMS and four protons from the mitochondrial 
matrix. The BNC is buried in the membrane spanning region of the 
protein, lying approximately 1/3 of the distance across the membrane 
from the positive aqueous phase of the IMS. Because the positive 
protons come from the matrix and negative electrons from the IMS, their 
transfer to the BNC creates a pH and electrical charge difference across 
the membrane in which the CcO is embedded (N phase matrix and P 
phase IMS). As a result, part of the energy released by the exergonic 
oxygen reduction reaction is conserved in the transmembrane 
electrochemical proton gradient (or protonmotive force, PMF), as 
envisaged in the chemiosmotic proposals of Mitchell (1). With a typical 
PMF of ~200mV (mostly Δφ), only 35-40% of the available energy of 
oxygen reduction (Eh = +815mV at pH 7) by cytochrome c (if 50% 
reduced i.e. Eh = Em = +260mV) would be conserved from the four 
vectorial electron and proton transfers required to reduced dioxygen. 
However, each full catalytic cycle also causes an additional four protons 
to be translocated from the matrix to the IMS (2), hence increasing the 
fraction of energy that can be stored in the PMF to ~75% when operating 
against a large PMF.  
 
Overall, combining the oxygen reduction reaction with the coupled 
proton translocations, a complete reaction cycle is given by the equation: 
 
4 cyt c2+  +   O2   +   8 HN

+   →   4 cyt c3+    +    2 H2O   +   4 HP
+ 

 
Tremendous progress has been made in resolving atomic structures of 
several CcOs by X-ray crystallography and in elucidating the complex 
chemistry of oxygen reduction by a range of kinetic and spectroscopic 
methods. More challenging has been the detailed resolution of the 
intricately-linked pathways for passage of protons through the protein 
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structure and the mechanism by which these are driven by the 
exothermic oxygen reduction chemistry. This has required a wide range 
of additional biophysical methods, and has been greatly aided by studies 
of specific mutations and their effects. Progress and outstanding 
questions on these topics are the subject of this review. 

 
Structure 
 

The Haem-Copper Oxidase (HCO) Superfamily 
 
Mitochondrial CcOs are members of a haem-copper oxidase (HCO) 
superfamily, examples of which are found throughout eukarya, bacteria 
and archaea (3-5). The common feature of all is the presence of a 
homologous core subunit (subunit I) that houses a bis-histidine 
coordinated low spin haem and a catalytic BNC formed from a histidine-
ligated high spin haem and a copper ion ligated by three histidine 
ligands, one of which is covalently linked  via its Nτ nitrogen to the meta 
ring carbon of a catalytic tyrosine (6) (Figure 2). The haem a3 and CuB 
metals are separated by around 5Å and form the site in which oxygen 
can bind during the catalytic cycle. It seems likely that all HCOs are 
coupled to some extent to the transmembrane movement of protons that 
are in addition to those required for oxygen reduction. 
 
Mitochondrial CcOs belong to the A1 subgroup of HCOs, which also 
includes closely-related bacterial CcOs and quinol oxidases. Atomic 
structural details are available of bovine mitochondrial (6) several A1-
type bacterial CcOs (7,8) and the A1-type quinol oxidase cytochrome bo 
(9). The structure of an A2 type, caa3 from T. thermophilus, has also 
been solved (10) which, although having the same basic features of the 
A1-types, is quite different in distribution of domains between subunits 
and with a tyrosine most replacing the proton-transferring function of a 
key glutamic acid that is conserved in the A1 HCOs (11,12). The 
superfamily includes two other subgroups of HCOs, the B- and C-types 
(with available atomic structures of B-type ba3 (13,14) and C-type cbb3 
(15)). It also includes a range of membrane-bound nitric oxide 
reductases (NORs) (5,16); these again have a homologous subunit I, 
though a non-haem iron replaces CuB , lack the catalytic tyrosine and, at 
least for those tested, are not linked to proton translocation (17). These 
additional types have been reviewed elsewhere and will not be 
discussed in detail here. 
 
The A-type HCOs have the same common core of three protein 
subunits: I, II and, unique to the A subgroup, subunit III. In the CcOs, 
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subunit II houses the dinuclear CuA cofactor (Figure 1) that acts as the 
immediate acceptor of electrons from soluble cytochrome c. In the quinol 
oxidases this metal site is absent and instead the likely binding site for 
the quinol donor is provided by a polar region of subunit I within the lipid 
bilayer (9). Subunit III has no cofactors but may provide a selective lipid-
lined channel through which substrate oxygen diffuses from the 
membrane interior to an entry point on subunit I to the BNC (18). It may 
also have a proton collection function at the entrance to the D channel 
(19,20) 
 
Subunit I is the largest of the core subunits, and is composed of twelve 
(in mammalian) or more membrane-spanning α-helices that, when 
viewed perpendicular to the membrane surface, are organized in three 
groups of four helices in the form of a cloverleaf (7). It houses the low 
spin haem and the BNC (Figure 2) together with clusters of hydrophilic 
amino acids and water molecules (Figure 3) that could provide proton-
conducting channels. Two of these, the K and D channels, are very 
similar in all A-type HCOs. The K channel leads from the N phase, 
possibly with an opening between subunits I and II (21), towards the 
BNC. The D channel connects an aspartate (D91) at the N phase 
surface to a buried functional glutamic acid (A1-subtype) or tyrosine (A2-
subtype) located ~10Å from both haem macrocycles and from CuB.  
 
At least in bacterial CcOs, the K channel provides the pathway for 
transfer of one or two of the ‘substrate’ protons required for oxygen 
reduction to water from the N phase into the BNC. The D pathway is 
thought to provide part of the pathway from the N phase for the 
remaining substrate protons, together with part of the route for all four 
translocated protons (22). These roles are supported by a considerable 
body of data, in particular from studies of mutant forms of bacterial A-
type CcOs (23). However, they also raise questions that are not yet fully 
resolved, as discussed below. 
 
Whereas all HCOs appear to have a channel of some type in the region 
of the K channel, the presence of a catalytically-active D channel 
appears to be unique to the A-type HCOs (5). Since proton translocation 
has been demonstrated in B- and C-type HCOs that lack an active D 
channel (4), this suggests that coupling can be achieved with alternative 
proton pathways. This is further complicated by the presence of a third 
hydrophilic structure in A-type HCOs, the H channel.  This complex 
structure was firstly described, and is particularly prominent, in 
mitochondrial CcOs (6). It could potentially provide a path for protons 
from the N phase to the region around the farnesyl OH and formyl group 
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of low spin haem a and from there, via a peptide bond gate and a more 
static H-bonded network of amino acids and waters, to the aqueous P 
phase. As discussed below, this structure has been proposed to provide 
a proton translocation pathway (24) that may be unique to mammalian 
CcOs.  
 
The mitochondrial CcOs are considerably larger than their bacterial 
counterparts because they have additional firmly-attached 
supernumerary subunits which, apart from a possible homologue of 
subunit IV in cyanobacteria (25), do not appear to have bacterial 
homologues. Human and bovine CcOs have 10 such subunits (26). 
Several more loosely-associated additional proteins have been identified 
that remain attached to free or supercomplex-bound mitochondrial CcOs 
when extracted with digitonin but are lost with harsher detergents. 
Specific functions of some supernumerary and additional subunits and 
their isoforms, their post-translational modifications and ligand binding 
sites have been suggested, though the supporting data in many cases 
remain inconsistent. Several are clearly involved in dimerisation and/or 
supercomplex formation (27-30). Reviews of possible functions have 
appeared recently and will not be discussed further here. 
 
Internal electron transfer 
 
The initial electron acceptor from cytochrome c is the dinuclear CuA 
centre that is housed in the hydrophilic domain of subunit II that extends 
into the P phase (the mitochondrial IMS or bacterial periplasm). The 
recent elucidation of the atomic structure of a horse heart cytochrome 
c/bovine CcO complex at high resolution (31) has confirmed the 
primarily electrostatic basis for complex formation (32,33) and a 
plausible electron transfer route, The interface is provided almost 
entirely by subunit II and, unusually, has a large number of intercalated 
water molecules. It is unclear whether these waters are of functional 
significance as suggested (31), or whether they arise simply because of 
the suboptimal pH and/or the fact that both partners were in the oxidised 
state. 
 
From here CuA, the electronit is transferred to the low spin haem of 
subunit I and from there to the haem a3 of the BNC. All four electrons 
required for a full catalytic cycle are sequentially passed from 
cytochromes c into the BNC only via this CuA→haem a→haem a3 
pathway, despite similar short distances of CuA to the macrocycle of 
haem a (~16Å) and haem a3 (~19Å) (Figure 1B). The explanation for this 
may arise from the fact that the redox potential of haem a3 is strongly 
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pH-dependent. Hence, before protonation, its midpoint potential is much 
lower than that of haem a, though this explanation may not provide a 
complete answer for those intermediates (P and F in Figure 4) in which 
haem a3 is thought to be in a highly oxidising ferryl state. It has also 
been suggested that the bound Mg++ ion that lies roughly between CuA 
and haem a3 (Figure 1) may act as an insulator of some sort. As 
discussed below, this indirect electron transfer sequence to the BNC via 
the low spin haem is central to the coupled proton translocation 
mechanism. Though the haem metals are separated by ~19Å, the edges 
of the haem macrocycles come within ~7Å (Figure 2). Therefore, 
electron transfer between them should be very fast (34) as has been 
confirmed experimentally (35). 
 
The catalytic cycle of oxygen reduction  
 
The basic catalytic cycle and the key intermediates are summarised in 
Figure 4. Electrons are delivered from cytochrome c into the BNC 
individually by the pathway outlined above. Starting with the fully 
oxidized enzyme, O(H), the first two electron transfers result in formation 
of the one-electron-reduced (E(H)) state and then the two-electron-
reduced (R) state of the BNC. It seems likely that purified forms of 
oxidised CcO (O in Figure 4) are in a state which differs from the 
oxidised form produced immediately after turnover (OH in figure 4). 
Reduction of O→E→R is not coupled to proton translocation, in contrast 
to OH→EH→R. 
 
Oxygen binds to the BNC only after R is produced, forming the 
oxyferrous intermediate A, similar to oxyferrous haemoglobin. Breakage 
of the dioxygen O-O bond to form two oxides requires the donation of 
four electrons. Nevertheless, it occurs within a single rapid step (A → P) 
after oxygen binding. This creates two high potential sites within the 
BNC, a ferryl haem a3 and a radical state of the catalytic tyrosine (YO●) 
that is linked to CuB

2+. The reaction cycle is completed by two further 
electron transfers into the BNC via the CuA→haem a route to reduce 
these two sites: the first electron reduces the YO●/CuB

2+ centre, probably 
forming primarily YO●/CuB

+ , to produce F and the second reduces the 
ferryl haem a3 in F to its ferric form, hence reforming the oxidised OH 
state. OH then enters a new catalytic cycle or slowly decays into the non-
protonmotive O form. 
 
It has been established that there is no net charge change in the stable 
catalytic intermediates (36,37). This charge neutrality arises from the low 
dielectric environment of the BNC and is achieved by the uptake of a 
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charge-counterbalancing proton from the N phase (HN
+) with each of the 

four electron transfers into the BNC, as shown in figure 4. As also 
described below, each electron transfer from haem a into the BNC is 
also coupled to the translocation of one proton from the N to the P phase 
(shown in red in Figure 4) in a process in which this charge neutrality 
feature plays a key role. 
 
Despite the wealth of detailed knowledge, there are still aspects of this 
complex reaction cycle that are not yet resolved. In particular, the 
detailed electron and proton distribution in various BNC intermediates, 
the role(s) of the catalytic tyrosine and the rationale for (and control and 
gating of) two possible proton pathways into the BNC remain under 
discussion. Details of both the catalytic intermediates of the reaction 
cycle and the proposed mechanism of its coupling to the protonmotive 
reactions are discussed below. 
 

The Catalytic Cycle Intermediates  
 
Several excellent reviews of the known catalytic intermediates have 
appeared fairly recently (24,38). Here, the oxidised OH state refers to an 
unstable form that is formed during catalysis and that is active in proton 
translocation. The oxidised O state refers to the isolated, ‘fast’ form of 
oxidised CcO that forms spontaneously from OH when catalysis is 
halted. However, as noted (38), the term ‘oxidised’ is something of a 
misnomer since the BNC attains higher oxidation states during catalysis.  
 
For clarity, only the redox changes within the BNC are described below. 
The other two redox metal sites (CuA and haem a) simply cycle between 
their (Cu1.5+Cu1.5+)/(Cu1+Cu1+) and Fe2+/Fe3+ forms to deliver electrons 
from cytochrome c into the BNC at the O(H)→E(H), E(H)→R, P→F and 
F→O(H) steps. 
  

The O (Oxidised) State 
 
It has long been known that the oxidised form of purified CcO can exist 
in a variety of ligation states that can form when the enzyme is not 
turning over (39). Some of these are caused simply by binding of ligands 
to haem a3, for example chloride or bicarbonate, to give characteristic 
ligated haem states. Less clear, and still not fully resolved, are forms 
that do not arise from binding of an external ligand. Two states have 
been long known but still cause confusion. The so-called ‘fast’ (‘pulsed’) 
form (Soret peak at 424nm) is able to bind external ligands such as 
cyanide relatively rapidly and displays rapid electron transfer into the 
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BNC. In contrast, the ‘slow’ (‘resting’) form (Soret peak at 414nm) binds 
ligands such as cyanide very slowly and has very slow electron transfer 
into the BNC. Crystallographic and other spectroscopic data have to 
date failed to chemically define these forms unequivocally. Crystal 
structures of bovine and P. denitrificans CcOs thought to be in the ‘fast’ 
form (Soret peak at 424nm) have been modelled with a peroxide bridge 
between ferric (Fe3+) haem a3 and CuB

2+ (40,41). Some support for this 
came with the observation that 6 electrons were required to reduce the 
‘fast’ oxidised bovine CcO (42). However, the same form of Rh. 
sphaeroides CcO was modelled with two hydroxides (43). More recently, 
based partly on the observation of X-ray-induced reduction of crystals to 
form a 590nm species (44), it has been suggested that the observed 
bridging ligand in all cases might be oxygen or even superoxide (38). 
 
Regardless of these uncertainties most studies suggest that, at least in 
the ‘fast’ oxidised O form of CcO, there should be water or hydroxide 
ligands on the oxidised forms of both the haem a3 and the CuB. In 
addition, consistent with the electroneutrality of conversions between 
stable BNC intermediates (45), it has been shown that reduction of the 
two BNC metals to form R is associated with the uptake of two charge-
counterbalancing protons (36,37). It has generally been assumed that 
these two protonatable sites must be present within the BNC. Most 
studies are consistent with a hydroxide on CuB which provides one of 
these sites. The other site could be either a hydroxide (rather than water 
ligand) on the haem or a tyrosinate state of the catalytic tyrosine (46,47). 
This issue is not fully resolved and may even involve the sharing of one 
proton between the possible sites through H-bonding so that their 
chemical states cannot be precisely defined. 
  

The Catalytically-Active Oxidised State During Turnover 
(‘OH’) 

 
The issue was further complicated with the observation that proton 
translocation did not occur on reduction of a ‘fast’ oxidised CcO that was 
incorporated into a lipid membrane unless the enzyme was firstly 
activated by a reduction and reoxidation cycle (48). It was concluded 
that the active, protonmotive form of oxidised CcO is likely to be a 
relatively short-lived state formed during turnover that is different from 
any of those found in purified enzyme forms that were not turning over. 
This transient, active form was termed ‘O~’ (48) and subsequently ‘OH’ 
(49). 
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The chemical identity of OH is not yet clear, though it seems reasonable 
that the difference should lie within the BNC itself. The difference could 
explain a thermodynamic problem that arises when considering the free 
energy changes associated with reduction of the O state. Specifically, in 
the ‘fast’ O form of the enzyme, the measured equilibrium midpoint 
potentials of haem a and the BNC metals are roughly the same. Hence, 
when a PMF is present, any coupled proton translocations would make 
the O→R conversion highly unfavourable thermodynamically, creating a 
severe kinetic limitation to the forward reaction. Nevertheless, the two-
electron reduction of the OH form into R is coupled to two proton 
translocations. Hence, OH must have a different configuration to the O 
state which raises the free energy of the redox reaction sufficiently to 
support proton translocations at a kinetically-competent rate.  
 
Elegant time-resolved Raman data revealed a transient 450cm-1 species 
formed during the F→O transition that decayed to a more stable O form. 
Its frequency suggested a high spin ferric haem a3-hydroxide species 
(50,51). QM calculations indicated that such a species could raise the 
midpoint potential of CuB (49), as has been observed experimentally. 
Hence, such a configuration might at least in part address the 
thermodynamic requirements for reduction of the OH state. 
Unfortunately, the rapid (10msec) decay of its signature, which may be 
caused simply by 16OH-/18OH- exchange, does not provide clear 
information on its stability (51). However, subsequent QM calculations 
with a hydroxide ligand bridging the ferric haem iron and CuB have 
provided further support for this type of structure, with the hydroxide 
ligand bridging the ferric haem iron and CuB (49). This raises the CuB 
midpoint potential and gives some radical character to the catalytic 
tyrosine by electron transfer from it towards the CuB

2+. Other QM 
calculations also suggest that CuB has a sufficiently high operative 
potential that it can receive an electron transfer from the catalytic 
tyrosine to form CuB

+…Tyr-O● in OH (52,53). Hence, the reduction of 
such an OH configuration by haem a could become sufficiently exergonic 
to allow kinetically-competent coupled proton translocations in the 
OH→R conversion (54). 
 

The E (Electronated), R (Reduced) and A (Oxyferrous) 
States 

 
The first two steps (O(H)→E(H) and E(H)→R) involve donation of an 
electron from the low spin haem into the BNC, with each associated with 
charge compensating protonation (with N phase protons) of one of the 
available BNC protonation sites. In the case of O→E→R, the most likely 
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scenario is that CuB
2+ becomes reduced in the O→E transition and this 

causes protonation of its hydroxide and water release. In E→R, haem 
a3

3+ is reduced to its ferrous state; its water ligand is released and the 
net proton uptake leaves tyrosine in its protonated state. There is still 
discussion regarding the electronic and protonation patterns in the OH 
and EH configurations. In Figure 5, the first electron and proton transfer 
to form EH is shown as reducing and protonating either CuB

+…Tyr-O● to 
CuB

+…TyrOH or a3
3+-OH- to a3

2+-H2O, as suggested by QM calculations 
(52,53).  
 
Regardless of these possible proposed configurations of O(H) and E(H), 
the two reduction steps result in formation of intermediate R, with a BNC 
configuration of Fe2+…CuB

1+ and the catalytic tyrosine protonated as Tyr-
OH. Any ligands on the metals have become protonated to form free 
water molecules which move away from the metals. Hence, at this R 
stage the BNC metals have free coordination sites, removing any steric 
hindrance to dioxygen binding between the metals. Dioxygen binds to 
the haem a3

2+, with little or no electronic interaction with CuB
+ (24) to 

form a very unstable oxyferrous intermediate termed A. This species 
was first detected by Chance from its characteristic visible absorption 
band in his low temperature ‘triple-trapping’ pioneering work (55). It is 
likely to have a predominantly ferric –superoxide rather than ferrous-
oxygen structure (24).  
 
  The 607nm P (‘Peroxy’) State 
 
At room temperature, and if an electron is not already present on haem 
a,  intermediate A decays in ~300µsec into intermediate P of Figure 4, 
which is characterised by a visible α-band at 607nm. The ‘P’ label arose 
from the initial suggestion that it was a peroxide intermediate. However, 
it is now clear from Raman work (50,56) that the O-O bond has been 
cleaved, as had been suggested earlier from iodination studies (57). 
This means that dioxygen has received four electrons and split into two 
oxide dianion products. This is achieved with one electron from CuB 
(which becomes cupric - Cu2+), one from the catalytic tyrosine (which 
forms a radical) and two from the ferrous haem a3 which, by ligation of 
one of the oxide dianion products, forms a high oxidation state ferryl 
(Fe4+=O2-) species. Oxidation of the catalytic tyrosine lowers its pK, 
releasing its proton and forming a neutral radical (Tyr-O●). The proton is 
retained within the BNC, most likely protonating the second oxide 
product to provide a hydroxide ligand to CuB

2+ (52,58). 
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No partially-reduced oxygen intermediates in this four electron process 
have been detected. This has the advantage that there is no possibility 
that such potentially damaging free reactive oxygen species (ROS) (59) 
could leak from the site.  
 
 
  The 580nm F (Ferryl) and 607nm PR Intermediates 
 
The next step in the cycle is the transfer of a further electron into the 
BNC from the low spin haem. It seems likely that this should reduce the 
highly oxidizing tyrosine radical back to its tyrosinate state. However, as 
with every electron transfer into the BNC, this is coupled with a charge-
compensating proton uptake from the N phase. This could reprotonate 
the tyrosinate, though FTIR data argue against this (60). Indeed, recent 
QM calculations suggest instead that it protonates the hydroxide ligand 
of CuB

2+ into a water, which is again coupled with electron redistribution 
from tyrosinate to CuB to create a H2O-CuB

1+…Tyr-O● centre in F. In any 
case, haem a3 remains in its ferryl state, as confirmed by its Soret band 
position and Raman Fe-O stretch frequency (61,62), but now with an α-
band at 580nm.  
 
In flow-flash experiments in which the catalytic cycle is initiated by 
photolysis of CO from the fully reduced CcO (i.e. with all four metal sites 
reduced) in the presence of oxygen (63), electrons are already available 
on CuA

+/haem a2+ whilst compound A is decaying into its product. 
Electron transfer is sufficiently rapid that, at least in bovine CcO, electron 
transfer from haem a2+ is synchronous with compound A transformation 
such that the immediate product has one more electron than the P state 
(64,65). This intermediate has been termed PR. Subsequent protonation 
of PR results in the same F state. Formation of PR is significantly faster 
than formation of P and so is likely to be a direct product from A, rather 
than forming via the P intermediate (65), as shown in Figure 4. This is 
consistent with the observation, at least when initiating the sequence 
with fully reduced bovine CcO, that PR is the main kinetic intermediate 
observed between A and F. Interestingly, the visible absorption band of 
PR is at the same 607nm as that of the P state above, despite the fact 
that it is isoelectronic with F. Only when the proton binds subsequently 
to PR does it shift to the 580nm that is characteristic of the F state. This 
absorption band arises from ferryl haem a3 and its wavelength position 
can be governed by the strength of H-bonding to its oxide ligand, which 
may increase only when the proton is binds to PR to form F (38).  
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Finally, one further (fourth) electron transfer reduces the ferryl haem a3 
in F back to its ferric state. Again this electron transfer into the BNC 
induces uptake of an N phase proton for charge compensation. The 
most likely scenario is that the oxide ligand is protonated to a hydroxide, 
which remains ligated to the now ferric haem a3. Hence, in comparison 
to the starting oxidised state, four electrons and four protons have been 
taken up and dioxygen has been converted into two water molecules. 
The ligation configuration of the resulting ‘OH’ state is formed. In Figure 5 
this is shown, as suggested (52,58), as a hydroxide ligand on ferric 
haem a3 which bridges to CuB.   
 

Alternative Models of the Catalytic Cycle 
 
Despite reasonable spectroscopic and kinetic evidence for many 
aspects of the above mechanism, and the feasible chemistry that it 
entails, this cycle is not universally agreed. As discussed above, 
uncertainty remains in particular in the structure of the catalytically active 
OH state and its reduction to the oxygen-binding R intermediate, with 
further variations suggested that are based on a peroxide structure that 
had been suggested from crystallographic analyses (40,41).  
 
More recently, a challenge has come also from considerations of 
primarily crystallographic information and an alternative coupling 
mechanism (24). It has been suggested that the experimentally-
measured net proton uptakes associated with each electron transfer into 
the BNC may not bind within the BNC as described above. Instead 
(Figure 7), it is proposed that the two net proton uptakes associated with 
the O→R step can be accounted for by release of two protons from a 
proton trap site into the P phase in the O→R steps, followed by the 
uptake of four N phase protons after R is formed (shown as an R1→R2 
step in Figure 6). Only when R2 is formed can oxygen bind to ferrous 
haem a3 to form the A intermediate These four protons are proposed to 
be bound in a proton trap region around the Mg2+, after which they are 
sequentially released into the P phase, one with each redox cycle of 
haem a  (66). To accommodate this, the substrate protons required for 
the oxygen reduction chemistry must be bound into the BNC only in 
P→F and F→O (two in each step). Further details and caveats are 
provided below. Clearly, if correct, the detailed chemistry described 
above would have to be significantly re-evaluated. Further spectroscopic 
analyses will be needed to test and resolve such possibilities. 
 
Coupled Proton Translocation 
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Structural aspects of proton translocation 
 
The core structure of CcOs must have domains that can transfer protons 
into and across the hydrophobic interior both for oxygen reduction and 
for proton translocation. In the tightly packed interior of subunit I, these 
will consist of arrays of hydrophilic amino acids and water molecules that 
can, at least transiently, form an H-bonded ‘proton wire’ (67,68) that 
connects to an aqueous phase and allows proton transfer by a 
Grotthuss-type of mechanism (69). Several such arrays were revealed in 
the crystal structures of both A-type bacterial (22) and bovine 
mitochondrial CcO (70) structures (Figure 3). The K channel, named 
from a lysine (K319) in its centre, connects the N aqueous phase to the 
catalytic tyrosine of the BNC. A second array, the D channel, leads from 
an aspartic acid (D91) at its N phase entrance to a glutamic acid (A1-
type) or a tyrosine (A2-type) that is located roughly equidistant from the 
two haem edges.  
 
A third somewhat more complex structure, termed the H channel, was 
firstly described in the bovine CcO structure (24), though many of its 
proposed components are also present in bacterial A-type CcOs. It 
consists of two principal domains that are linked via the D-ring formyl 
and propionate groups of haem a. The longer ‘lower’ domain connects 
this linking region to the N phase and consists of several hydrophilic 
amino acids together with a series of hydratable cavities, at least one of 
which is opened only transiently during turnover. The ‘upper’ region 
consists of a network of hydrophilic amino acids and waters that connect 
to the P phase at residue D51, an aspartic acid whose conformation is 
redox-dependent. It is proposed that proton transfer from the linker 
region to this domain is through the peptide link between Y440 and 
S441, which can act as a unidirectional proton gate. 
 
All proposed mechanisms of proton translocation in the A-type CcOs 
have several features in common. The first is that all four proton 
translocations occur by essentially the same mechanism, with one 
proton translocation linked to each of the four steps of electron transfer 
from haem a into the BNC, regardless of the stage of the oxygen 
reduction cycle (48,71,72). A second common consideration is a means 
whereby proton transfers are ‘gated’ so that transfer against a PMF still 
occurs without uncoupling. However, the specific roles of the K, D and H 
channels in conducting protons, particularly the translocated protons, are 
presently disputed. In particular, studies of mutant forms of bacterial A-
type CcOs with a wide range of time resolved methods that measure 
spectra, electrometric changes and pH changes have led to a 
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consensus model involving only the D and K channels, with no clear role 
for the H channel (73). In contrast, deductions from the atomic structure 
of bovine CcO, together with more limited direct functional 
measurements, have indicated a central role of the H pathway in proton 
translocation with the D and/or K channels providing possible routes only 
for substrate protons (24).  
 
Below, I critically discuss the coupling mechanism that is supported in 
particular by a large body of data from studies of bacterial A-type CcOs. 
This is followed by a summary of the proposed model of coupling in 
mammalian forms of CcO.  
 
 A general coupling mechanism in A1-type CcOs 
 
Studies with bacterial CcO mutants have convincingly shown the 
importance of the D and K channels for proton transfer processes, whilst 
mutations of residues in the H channel region (74) have not yet revealed 
any functional importance. Specifically, mutations in the K channel are 
without significant effect on P→F→O steps of the catalytic cycle or their 
associated proton translocations whereas mutations in the D channel 
can strongly affect them. In contrast, both K and D channel mutations 
can affect the O→E→R steps (75,76). Most significantly, some 
mutations in the D channel can prevent proton translocation without 
inhibiting the oxygen chemistry (77,78). From this it has been concluded 
that the K pathway provides the route for one or both substrate protons 
and that the D channel provides the path for the remaining 2-3 substrate 
protons and all four translocated protons (79).  
 
As noted above, one proton translocation is associated with each of the 
four steps of electron transfer from the low spin haem into the BNC 
(OH→EH, EH→R, P→F and F→O) and all four of these coupled proton 
transfers are thought to share the same mechanism. Also inherent in this 
mechanism is the assumption that the four net proton uptakes that are 
associated with the charge-counterbalancing of the four steps of BNC 
reduction (45) are substrate protons that bind within the BNC, rather 
than being associated with the proton translocating pathway (this is a 
major difference with the alternative model for mammalian CcOs that is 
summarised below).  
 
The coupling sequence description in Figure 6 begins with an oxidised 
low spin haem a. At this stage, consistent with FTIR data (80), residue 
E242 at the top of the D channel is protonated. Electron transfer into the 
haem a and from there to the BNC is associated with pK changes that 
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cause the glutamic acid proton to move towards a ‘trap’ site located 
above the BNC. This trap site has not been identified experimentally, but 
the general consensus is that it involves the protonatable amino acids 
and water molecules close to the bound Mg2+ ion’ above the BNC. Quite 
possibly, the proton is shared between several groups in this region (81), 
lowering its energy and perhaps explaining its lack of experimental 
detection. The positively-charged trap site electrostatically lowers the 
energy required to transfer the negative electron into the BNC, but is 
positioned such that the proton cannot act as a substrate proton for 
subsequent water formation. It may well be that full transfer of the 
electron into the BNC causes further movement of the ‘trap’ proton away 
from the pathway from E242, hence contributing to means of prevention 
of subsequent backflow. Since the movement of the proton and the 
electron are presumably temporally separated, the K channel may 
provide an additional role as a ‘dielectric channel’ in this PCET process 
(82). This could lower the energetics of any transient charged BNC 
intermediate by reversible movement of charge within the K channel 
(perhaps involving the protonated K319 residue (73,83,84)). This might 
be particularly relevant in the OH→EH→R steps which may not have a 
large driving force. 
 
Once this coupled step is completed, the glutamate becomes 
reprotonated from the N phase (via the D channel) because the haem a 
is again in its ferric form and the pK of E242 has returned to that of the 
starting state. However, the arrival of the electron within the BNC results 
in progression of the oxygen reduction cycle, which creates a low pK site 
that requires a substrate proton to be bound. The current consensus 
view, based on the effects of mutations in the channels, is that the first, 
and possibly the second, substrate protons (i.e. those linked to the 
OH→EH→R steps) arrive through the K channel and the others arrive 
through the D channel and E242. In this latter case, a proton pathway 
between E242 and the BNC must be formed, whilst blocking any return 
path for the trap proton i.e. to avoid uncoupling the E242/trap route must 
be strictly gated in concert with pK changes. Plausible mechanisms 
involving transient formation of H-bonded water arrays and gating 
principles have been proposed (85-87).  
 
The arrival of the electron and the substrate proton into the BNC results 
in transformation to the next stable oxygen intermediate and the E242 
again reprotonates from the N phase via the D channel. Since the 
change within the BNC is now electroneutral, the stabilization of the 
positive charge in the trap site by the BNC negative charge is lost. 
Hence, the pK of the trap decreasesrises and the proton is lost, in this 
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case through a path into the P phase since it no longer has a connection 
into the D channel. Again, it is necessary that this trap/P phase pathway 
is gated in some manner so that electron transfer into the BNC is not 
charge-compensated by trap protonation from the P phase.  
 
  Outstanding issues 
 
The above outline describes a feasible coupling mechanism involving 
the D and K channels that is supported by a considerable body of 
experimental data, particularly from bacterial A1-type CcO studies. 
However, issues remain that are yet to be fully resolved. One is the 
mechanism and functional significance of the partitioning of substrate 
proton entry into the BNC between the K and D channels. Recently, both 
a mechanistic basis (58) and a functional rationale in terms of a need to 
control formation of appropriate protonation configurations with 
energetics sufficient to drive proton translocation (52) was suggested, 
based on QM simulations. A further issue is the temporal order of the 
proton and electron transfer steps outlined above; clearly, protonation of 
the trap site has to precede that of the binuclear centre (but see (72)). 
This is perhaps explained by the progression of pK changes. However, 
the detailed order of the other electron and proton transfer steps still 
requires further definition and understanding. Also outstanding is the 
possible additional function of the K channel as a dielectric channel in 
some of the reaction steps (82) as well as the nature of the proton trap 
site which has to date defied experimental identification, though again 
simulations have provided support for its location around the Mg++ site 
(81). 
 
Perhaps most difficult to understand is how the observable D channel 
and E242, the trap site and the exit route from the trap to the P phase 
can provide the necessary temporal gating that is required to connect to 
the N or P phases and to deliver protons either to the trap site or to the 
BNC at specific stages of the coupling sequence. These questions are 
exacerbated by the fact that the crystal structures show no obvious 
protonic connectivity between E242 and the region above the BNC. 
Gating is required both to prevent protonation of the trap from the P 
phase and to prevent the trap proton from travelling back through E242 
and into the BNC; in both cases, such reactions would result in 
uncoupling. In general terms, this gating must be achieved by proton 
transfers (trap→P phase; E242→trap; E242→BNC) whose pathways 
are formed only transiently at the required steps so that any reverse 
proton flow is prevented. Presumably, this occurs through chemically- 
and electrostatically-controlled changes of H-bonding networks and pKs. 
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MM/QM simulations have provided a viable model for proton transfer 
from E242 to the trap or to the BNC involving a charged intermediate 
(88) and/or the transient formation of H-bonded water chains (85-87,89). 
FTIR studies have provided evidence for such water molecule 
reorganisation, though their locations and temporal nature have not yet 
been determined (90).  
 
  Alternative models of mechanism of proton 
translocation 
 
HCOs in the B and C subclasses of the superfamily do not possess a 
functional D channel and yet are coupled to proton translocation, though 
at a lower stoichiometry (91) or, possibly, less tightly coupled (4). They 
have a channel related to the K channel, though whether they possess a 
second functional channel of some type is not clear. These findings have 
led to the notion that, although the catalytic mechanism of oxygen 
reduction is likely to be very similar in all HCOs, the mechanisms of 
coupling to proton translocation may be more varied and achievable by 
different types of structures. 
 
The notion of alternative coupling mechanisms within the A1-type HCOs 
has also arisen, prompted by the atomic structure of bovine 
mitochondrial CcO which revealed a third hydrophilic domain within 
subunit I, the H channel (92). As described above, this structure consists 
of a series of potentially hydratable cavities leading from the N phase to 
haem a, and from there to the P phase via a peptide gate to an H-
bonded network of amino acids and fixed waters. Comparisons of 
oxidised, reduced and ligated structures have led to a model in which 
opening of the water channel occurs only at the R stage of the catalytic 
cycle (72), driven by conformational changes that induce residue S382 
to move out of, and hence open, the largest of the water cavities. This is 
followed by the uptake of four protons into the equivalent of a trap site. 
Protons are proposed to then be released sequentially into the P phase, 
one with each redox cycle of haem a (24,93). Most recently, because 
there is insufficient proton binding capacity around haem a, it was 
proposed that the trap site for these four protons is located around the 
Mg2+ (66). Connection to the P phase was proposed to be controlled by 
redox cycling of haem a, with the route involving elements described in 
earlier models of the H-bonded network above haem a and gated by the 
peptide bond between Y440/S441 (66).  
 
This mechanism differs from that deduced from bacterial studies in two 
key ways. The first of these is in the pathway taken by the translocated 
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protons. Some direct experimental evidence that both the lower and 
upper domains of the H channel fulfill this role has come from mutation 
studies using a hybrid bovine/human construct. These studies indicated 
that such mutations cause loss of coupled proton translocation without 
affecting catalytic oxygen reduction rates (94). Measurements of this 
kind are not without caveats of interpretation and the fact that none 
caused an associated inhibition of oxygen reduction requires 
explanation. Furthermore, studies of mutants of the closely related yeast 
(S. cerevisiae) CcO, which also has an H channel structure, albeit with 
significant differences to the bovine structure, do not result in the same 
uncoupling. Indeed, mutations in its D and K channels appear to behave 
in a manner similar to mutations in these channels in the bacterial CcOs 
(95,96). 
 
A second key way in which this mechanism differs is in the interpretation 
of which stages of the catalytic cycle are linked to substrate and 
translocated proton movements. Since all four translocated protons are 
bound at a single step (after R formation, Figure 7), the steps at which 
substrate protons are bound has to also be revised. Specifically, in order 
to accommodate the net proton uptakes at each step of BNC reduction 
(36,37), the four substrate protons would have to be bound in the P→F 
and F→O steps (with the two net protonations in the OE→R stage 
caused by two protons released from, and four protons rebound into, the 
trap site). Although consistent with the some of the experimentally 
measured net proton uptakes of only one per BNC reduction step, it 
predicts that full reduction of the non-protonmotive O state should result 
in four protons taken up plus any associated with haem a/CuA reduction, 
which is clearly not the case (37). Furthermore, though generally 
consistent with overall electrogenicity of the P→F→O steps, it would 
require modification to accommodate electrometric data on the OH→EH 
transition (97,98) which clearly indicate two net charge translocations in 
a sequence along the lines of that summarised in Figure 6. It would also 
imply an extreme pH-dependency of the rate of binding of oxygen to 
haem a3 after the initial R1 state has formed since four proton transfers 
would be required before oxygen could bind. 
 
Further direct experimental data, perhaps aimed at the features 
summarised above, will be required to further test this model. Perhaps 
most importantly, the scheme implies that charge neutralisation of stable 
BNC states does not occur by protonations within the BNC itself. Hence, 
major revision would be required of the chemical nature of the stable 
oxygen intermediates and the forces that drive proton translocation. It 
also appears that the mechanism might apply only to forms of CcO that 
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are close to mammalian forms since key features of the H channel are 
not well-conserved in many other eukaryotes and, in the case of yeast 
CcO, direct experiments have argued against such a role. Other 
experiments have also led to the suggestion that the H channel and its 
varying structure in other A-type CcOs might play a more universal role 
as a dielectric channel, influencing the properties of haem a for optimal 
performance and possibly enzymatic control (82). Interestingly the A1-
type quinol oxidase do not possess an equivalent H channel (73); 
however, in this case, electron transfer to the low spin haem occurs from 
neutral ubiquinol in the membrane domain and, instead, a proton 
channel is present to conduct the released protons into the P phase after 
charge separation. Whether a dielectric role of the H channel applies in 
addition to, or instead of, a proton translocating role in mammalian and 
related CcOs remains to be examined experimentally.   
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
There has been tremendous progress in unravelling the intricate 
interlinked core functions of electron transfer, oxygen reduction 
chemistry and the coupled mechanism of energy-conserving proton 
translocations in the A-type HCOs, of which mitochondrial CcO is a 
particularly well-studied member. The obligatory pathway of electron 
transfer through the low spin haem into the catalytic BNC is well-
established experimentally, though the precise means by which direct 
electron transfer to the BNC from the CuA site is prevented is still not 
precisely understood. This pathway through the low spin haem appears 
to be a crucial feature by which the redox reactions are coupled to 
proton pumping, probably extending to the presently unknown coupling 
mechanisms in the homologous B- and C-type oxidases.  
 
The intermediates and catalytic cycle of oxygen reduction, again 
probably occurring by a common mechanism throughout all HCO types, 
are also fairly well-established particularly in terms of involvement of 
high potential haem species and of a catalytic tyrosine residue that can 
act as an electron and proton donor in concert with the metal centre 
redox changes. These concerted oxidations take place in a single 
(R→P) step, reducing dioxygen to two oxides in a four electron redox 
process that has proved impossible to kinetically separate into further 
intermediate redox steps. The result of this remarkable reaction is that 
no potentially damaging, partly-reduced reactive oxygen species (usually 
abbreviated as ROS) are formed, making CcO the least of the major 
respiratory complexes to contribute to mitochondrial ROS production. 
Nevertheless, as shown in figure 4, the catalytic tyrosine itself is thought 
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to form a radical state and questions still remain as to whether this is 
itself stable or perhaps can migrate to other amino acids. Still particularly 
contentious is the nature of the BNC chemistry in the steps of reduction 
of the oxidised state into the oxygen-binding R state. As discussed 
above, reduction of forms of the enzyme after purification appear to be 
unable to provide sufficient free energy for associated proton transfers, 
as has been confirmed experimentally. Instead current opinion is that a 
transient and unstable form of the oxidised form, termed OH, is formed 
during catalysis. This form must differ in configuration and energetics of 
the BNC such that sufficient free energy is available on reduction to R 
for coupled proton transfers. The exact nature of this OH (and EH) state 
has defied experimental identification to date, though several QM/MM-
derived models of likely structure have been proposed. To date, all 
models have assumed that the differences between O/OH and E/EH 
reside within the BNC itself. The type of model proposed for H channel 
function, in which net proton uptakes are not necessarily all within the 
BNC, does raise an interesting consideration that perhaps some 
differences arise in protonation pattern differences of the activated 
states involving the trap site(s). Such electrostatically-locked states (45) 
might decay to the non-protonmotive forms by protonic exchange into 
the BNC.   
 
There is consensus in the field that the four proton translocations are 
associated with each of the four catalytic steps of electron transfer from 
the low spin haem into the BNC. All are likely to occur by the same basic 
mechanism and electrostatic considerations are a central feature of the 
chemical mechanism of action. Bacterial studies have led to a 
convincing mechanism involving the D channel, though questions 
remain as to how its transient connectivities are made and robustly 
gated to ensure efficient coupling. Structural data on bovine 
mitochondrial CcO have raised the question of whether the D channel 
coupling mechanism has been replaced in closely related CcOs by one 
involving the separate H channel structure. This mechanism will require 
further experimental investigation, as do the mechanisms of coupling in 
B and C-type HCOs which lack a functional D channel. Particularly 
intriguing in the H channel model is the reinterpretation of the distribution 
of uptake and release of substrate and translocated protons within the 
catalytic cycle – such differences may well provide a means to 
definitively test such variations in coupling models in the future. 
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Figure 1. Overall structure and cofactors of mammalian cytochrome 
c oxidase. The approximate position of a 13-subunit monomer of 
mammalian CcO (redrawn from PDB entry 1V54) within the inner 
mitochondrial membrane is shown. The three core subunits that are 
encoded by the mitochondrial genome are shown in green (subunit I), 
purple (subunit II) and blue (subunit III). The 10 nuclear-encoded 
subunits are shown in grey. Cytochrome c in the IMS sequentially 
donates four electrons. These are accepted initially by the dinuclear CuA 
centre in subunit II before being transferred via the low spin haem a into 
the haem a3/CuB binuclear centre (BNC). Molecular oxygen enters the 
BNC from the membrane phase through subunit III. There it is reduced 
to two water molecules with the uptake of four protons (4HN

+) from the N 
phase matrix. During one complete catalytic cycle, four additional 
protons are translocated from the N phase matrix (4HN

+) to the P phase 
IMS (4HP

+).  
 
Figure 2. Structure of the catalytic binuclear centre. The left-hand 
figure is a top view of the low spin bis-histidine-ligated haem a and the 
BNC formed from histidine-coordinated haem a3 and CuB. The closest 
distance between the haem macrocycles is ~7Å. The right-hand figure is 
a side view of the BNC, showing the catalytic tyrosine (Y244) that is 
covalently linked to CuB ligand H240. The separation of the BNC metals 
is ~5Å and possible ligands between them are discussed in the text. 
 
Figure 3. Hydrophilic pathways within subunit I. The D channel 
connects N phase D91 to E242; the K channel connects the N phase to 
Y244 in the BNC; the H channel connects the N phase via the formyl 
and propionate on the A pyrrole of haem a to the P phase at D51. Water 
molecules identified in the crystal structure are shown as blue spheres 
(redrawn from 1.5Å PDB 5B1A (66)). 
 
Figure 4. The catalytic cycle of oxygen reduction. 
The main BNC catalytic intermediates of the protonmotive reaction cycle 
are shown in black. Starting with the active oxidised form, OH, two 
sequential electron transfers reduce it to the active Electronated state 
(EH) and then to the Reduced (R) form. Oxygen binds to R to produce 
the oxyferrous intermediate A. This spontaneously decomposes into P. 
P is reduced with two electron transfers, firstly to F and then back to OH. 
All four electron input steps cause net binding of a charge-compensating 
proton from the N phase (HN

+) and are also linked to a translocation of a 
proton from the N to the P phase (red arrows). Conversion of A into F 
can proceed via a pathway in which an extra electron is transferred from 
haem a into the A intermediate to form a species shown as PR. PR hence 
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has one more electron than P; protonation of PR converts it to F. The 
non-protonmotive oxidised form (O) is shown in gray. This is reduced to 
R with two charge-compensated electron/proton transfers but is not 
linked to proton translocation. Details are given in the text.  
 
Figure 5. Likely chemical structures of the BNC catalytic 
intermediates. 
The possible chemical identities of the catalytic intermediates of figure 4 
are shown in terms of the redox and protonation states of the metals, the 
catalytic tyrosine and associated water/hydroxides. Specific details are 
given in the text. 
 
Figure 6. A general mechanism of coupling of electron transfer to 
proton translocation in A-type CcOs. A:- Haem a is oxidised, E242 at 
the top of the D channel is protonated, a proton trap region ‘above’ the 
BNC has a pK too low to accept a proton. B:- The pK of the trap site is 
raised when haem a is reduced and further raised the electron transfers 
into the BNC. The trap becomes protonated with a proton from E242, 
stabilised by the negative charge of the reduced BNC. E242 
reprotonates via the D channel. C:- Reduction creates a high pK group 
within the BNC (see Figure 4). This drives protonation of the BNC from 
the N phase, via the E242/D or the K pathway, depending on step of the 
oxygen reduction cycle. D:- The BNC change is now electroneutral. 
Hence, the pK of the trap site decreases and gating ensures that the 
proton is expelled into the P phase. The cycle continues with the next 
step of the oxygen reduction cycle, with a similar coupling sequence 
occurring at each step of BNC reduction. 
 
 
Figure 7. A proposed mechanism of coupling of electron transfer to 
proton translocation in mammalian forms of CcO. In this scheme 
(24), the release of a proton into the P phase again occurs in each of the 
four BNC reduction steps. However, substrate protons are proposed to 
be bound only in the P→F→OH steps and the uptake of all four 
translocated protons into the trap region is proposed to occur in a single 
step after BNC reduction (shown as R1→R2) via the H channel.  
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